A Backstage Education Pack for

Take Two: A Comedy Of Errors
By William Shakespeare Adaptation by Hilary Bell
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About the Play
A tale of two cities, two sets of twins, love, death, mistaken identity and identity theft.
Antipholus and his servant Dromio arrive in Ephesus searching for their long-lost twin brothers –
who also happen to be called Antipholus and Dromio. Meanwhile, Egeon has come looking for his
sons and been locked up by the Duke. Throw in a jealous wife, her bratty sister, a nun, a courtesan,
an exorcist, a celebrity jeweller, singing, dancing and magic tricks, and it’s a recipe for comedy chaos.
And just to complicate matters, 5 actors play 13 parts.
Shakespeare’s story of sundered families is especially timely now, and this playful adaptation gives
young audiences easy access to its plot, characters, language and themes.

Riverside’s National Theatre of Parramatta
Riverside’s National Theatre of Parramatta based in Sydney’s geographical heart, launched in
November 2015, reflects the diversity of Australia today through contemporary and bold
performances, education programs and its audiences. As the producing arm of Riverside Theatres,
NTofP is raising the profile of performance and engaging the imagination and creative ideas that
resonate in Western Sydney and beyond and is Putting the nation on stage.

Performers
Libby Asciak
Gabriel Fancourt
Bilal Hafda
Mansoor Noor
Lindy Sardelic

Creative Team
Playwright William Shakespeare
Adapted by Hilary Bell
Director Stefo Nantsou
Set and Costume Design Imogen Ross
Lighting Designer Matt Cox
Sound Designer and Composer Maria Alfonsine
Stage Manager Ruth Horsfall
Cello, oud, guitar & percussion Damian de Boos-Smith
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Going to the Theatre
To introduce your students to ideas about theatre or to extend their knowledge and
understanding, complete the following activities.
Have a class discussion about what a theatre is. Ask your students to work in small groups to
complete the following questions and tasks:






What do you know about theatre?
Name some of the jobs that people have when working in the theatre. Explain what they do.
What questions do you have about theatre?
Where can you find more information about theatre?
Ask each group to feed back to the class.

You might like to show your class some Google images of theatres, stage spaces or theatre
performances. Ask your students to identify some of the similar features of theatres and stage
space seen in the images. Ask your students to follow the thinking routine See –Think-Wonder
using the prompt questions provided.




See – What do I see in this image?
Think – What do I think about what I see?
Wonder – What questions do I have about what I see?



Ask your students to share stories about times they have been to the theatre or stories
about plays of performances they have participated in. They might do this in small groups or
with a partner. As a class, share some of these stories.



If you teach students in lower primary, the following link provides some fun interactive
activities related to theatre:
Kids Work! - Theatre
http://knowitall.org/kidswork/theater/history/index.html



If you are teaching students in upper primary or lower secondary, ask them to complete a
short research task on the history of theatre buildings. The following link is a possible
starting point:
http://www.theatrestrust.org.uk/resources/exploring-theatres/what-makes-a-theatre



Have a class discussion about going to the theatre and how this type of entertainment might
be different to watching television or a movie. Create a list of similarities and differences
between watching a play in a theatre, watching a film in a cinema and watching a film on
television at home.
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A note from our Adaptor
In adapting ‘The Comedy of Errors’ my aim was to playfully introduce young audiences to not only
Shakespeare but to theatre itself, luring them in with its simple but magical craft – actors
transforming, audience involvement, and the power of language to create a world.
In taking on an adaptation, the first thing I do is to ask myself what the play is about, at its heart.
Being clear on this allows me to streamline, doing away with anything that isn’t pertinent to its
central ideas, and revealing where I might draw more focus or create new material.
To me, the play is about longing to be whole. There is a terrible fracture that happens before our
story begins – the tearing asunder of the little family. Antipholus of Syracuse’s quest to find his
brother, and Egeon’s to find his son, are what set the ball rolling. Separation of another kind is
present in the marriage of Adriana and Antipholus of Ephesus. Adriana’s determination to reclaim
her husband becomes the catalyst for this subplot. While Shakespeare’s play is comedy mayhem,
there is an emotional truth at its centre: we experience the anguish of a family torn apart, and the
joy when it is miraculously reunited.
I was allowed a cast of five actors, so the next thing to do was cut the less important characters, and
reallocate their functions. For example, my Angelo is a composite of the original play’s Angelo,
Balthazar, and Merchants 1 & 2. Having two sets of twins played by one actor each was not only an
economical decision, but also engaged with that lovely theatrical device: doubling. We see before
our eyes a man become his own brother: we know it’s not real but we believe it anyway, and there’s
a great pleasure in that act of believing.
I used songs to emphasise certain emotional beats (such as Adriana’s Eurovision-style ballad), and
Doctor Pinch’s exorcism presented itself as ideal for a big set piece involving the audience. Opening
and closing the show with songs was a way to establish and reinforce the tone: colourful, fun, largerthan-life, while containing a thread of melancholy and loss.
There are a few long sections of comedy patter in the original, written to showcase the talents of the
comics in Shakespeare’s company. However they can act as a handbrake on the action, and their
archaic references mean they’re not terribly funny any more – so out they went. And while the play
certainly doesn’t pass the Bechdel test*, adapting it gave me an opportunity to justify Adriana’s
jealousy, and to demonstrate that it cuts both ways.
While the language in my adaptation is that of 2019 Western Sydney, it’s interwoven with pieces of
the original text. I retained parts that were funny, or especially beautiful, or crystal clear to a young
audience. My hope is that kids will be intrigued by that poetry, connect with the characters and
story, become curious about Shakespeare, and seek out his work for themselves.
-

Hilary Bell

* The Bechdel test, also known as the Bechdel–Wallace test, is a measure of the representation of women in fiction. It asks
whether a work features at least two women who talk to each other about something other than a man. The requirement
that the two women must be named is sometimes added.
Research link: https://www.huffpost.com/entry/5-ways-to-help-kids-under_b_1130008
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A Note from our Director
I first saw a production of “Comedy of Errors” at the old Nimrod Theatre (now Belvoir) when I was at
uni in 1979 with a cast including Anna Volska, directed by John Bell and it was brilliant, funny and
inspiring. And now here I am 40 years later directing the play adapted by John and Anna’s daughter
Hilary Bell. Fate weaves its wonderful spell.
I would like audiences new to Shakespeare to appreciate the outlandish comic potential of this mad
play. It’s been great working with a wonderful cast and artistic team to deliver a rolling thunder of a
production, hopefully as brilliant, funny and as inspiring for any audience as it was for me when I was
a lad.
As a Macedonian Australian I feel at home in Western Sydney, the vibrant ethnic mix and the blend
of nationalities is where my heart belongs. I’ve lived primarily in the Inner West area for many years
and have spent a great deal of my working life touring plays with my company Zeal Theatre to
countless venues in Western Sydney. This is my first project with the National Theatre of Parramatta
and it is an honour to be a part of this burgeoning company’s epic journey.
-

Stefo Nanstou
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A Note from our Set & Costume Designer
RESEARCHING THE SET DESIGN:
Stefo and I met up with Hilary Bell the playwright a few months before the creative development
rehearsals in 2018 in order to discuss the direction we wanted to take. We shared our visual images
and talked about colour and patterns. We all had slightly different ideas, which is a great place to
start a design from, as it gives a designer many directions in which to research.
From the get-go, Stefo has wanted to push the feeling of exotic decadence in
our version of Ephesus. He mentioned Istanbul in Turkey and Beirut in
Lebanon as places that had the right combination of old style elegance and
new money tackiness combined. (An Australian equivalent would be the
Gold Coast!) To differentiate between Ephesus and Syracuse, we decided
that the twins from Syracuse would appear to be more like Australian
backpackers, lost and easily misled in a fast, money-hungry casino town like
Ephesus.
Hilary’s script asks for everything to come out of suitcase – a classic nod to the
power of theatre to transform everyday objects into whatever is required on
stage. We played with this cool idea in rehearsals and despite it being
instrumental in the actors developing a strongly theatrical physical language
on stage, found it was tricky in the complicated scenes where the twin
characters (played by single actors) needed to be in two places at once!
I wanted to honour the farcical nature of the play and create the visual gag of
an actor coming on stage, just as the person they were looking for leaves the
stage. Classic farce often asks for three doorways on stage to achieve fast paced entrances/exits;
something that began back in ancient Greek times along the back wall of the amphitheatre stage.
[see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amphitheatre ]
Another useful scenic tool used by the ancient Greek theatre makers were
called Periaktoi. These were painted three-sided columns that could be
turned to create multiple settings.[see:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Periaktos] I decided to combine a periaktoi
revolve with three arched doorways to create the many different locations
mentioned in the script. [ The Port, The Town Square, The Hotel Centaur,
The Porpentine, Adriana’s House, The Gaol, The Nunnery etc]
The three archways evolved as I researched Middle Eastern architecture
and doors. (Interestingly, many Lebanese homes are built with three large
archway windows to display wealth and status. The various mosques,
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churches, palaces and temples of the Eastern Mediterranean provided me with many beautiful
examples of classical archways, textures and colours.
To create both the feeling of cheap
tacky tourist locales, as well as a
sense of sea and sky surrounding
Ephesus, I thought of using blue
tinsel slit drapes along the back,
hung from golden Arabic-style
arches. (Originally we wanted to
create 3D architectural columns and
arches, but when this was not
possible, we scaled the design idea
back to being printed arches on
canvas, which could hang from the
lighting bars.)
These background arches provide the actors with extra areas to enter and exit from, making Ephesus
appear more ‘magical’ and ‘slippery’ to the two twins from Syracuse.
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COSTUMES:
The costume ideas evolved alongside the set – I wanted to have fun with them, using circus and
commedia delle arte colour palettes, as well as creating a world of hot sun, cool sea and a lot of gold.
[see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commedia_dell%27arte ]
Most of the characters from Ephesus are more glitzy, patterned and golden
than the Syracusans. Stefo suggested Angelo the celebrity jeweler was
similar to Napoleon Perdis - a louder than life Australian hairdresser with a
penchant for loud metallic suits and outrageous sunglasses!
The dilemma with a play like Take Two; A Comedy of Errors is how to create
the twin effect so the audience believes one person is playing two people. In
our production we are using one actor to play both twins, though other
productions might use two actors to play identical twins. The solution is
often different for each scenario.
Our actors Bilal (Antipholus) and Mansoor (Dromio) are both very clever
at manipulating their voices and body language quickly, so they can
transform themselves in front of the audience by adjusting their tone,
posture and way of moving. We also chose to give the twins from
Ephesus high status clothing accessories and affectations, so that the
twins from Syracuse could play low status, bumbling tourists. They
needed to be able to make these costume changes incredibly quickly. As
the play progresses, Antipholus of Ephesus starts to lose his high status
accessories as his twin Antipholus of Syracuse begins to gather them.
One of our actors plays many different characters, often with very quick
changes. Gabe plays male and female characters, as well as a ‘statue’
busker. [The Duke, The Statue, Angelo. The Courtesan, and Dr Pinch].
The trick with designing his costumes was to work out how he could
wear different costume elements of his different characters all at the same time. This theatre
technique is called ‘under dressing’ and ‘over dressing’ – an actor just has to take off a piece of
clothing to reveal another costume underneath, or simply add some extra bits
on top to create a different character.
As the overall design is playing with the idea of the ‘exotic’ – the world of
Ephesus being totally different to what the Syracusan twins are used to, I
wanted to find a costume language that created a different fashion style to
Australia, whilst still creating recognisable characters that an audience would
relate to instantly. As an example, I added Arabic and Eastern elements, whilst
keeping some things universal, like white runners and socks.
-

Imogen Ross
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Reviewing Take Two: A Comedy Of Errors
(upper primary/lower secondary)
The purpose of a theatre review is to DISCUSS the strengths and areas for improvement of a
theatre performance. Use the following questions and tasks to help you write a draft of your
review of Take Two: A Comedy of Errors
1. What are your initial responses to the
performance? Often using a rating out of ten
or twenty helps you to find where your initial
reaction sits. By answering the rest of the
questions you will be able to identify
specifically the strengths and weaknesses of
the performance.
2. Briefly summarise the narrative journey or
plot of the performance.
Photo: From our Creative Development 2018

3. What were the key issues and themes?
4. How effectively were the themes and issues addressed? Describe one example from the
performance where you felt a theme or issue was communicated powerfully. What dramatic
strategies were used to convey this?
5. Describe the overall look of the production. How did this directorial/design contribute to
your enjoyment of the performance?
6. Describe any specific features of the set design that you thought were especially effective.
7. What sounds/music or multi-media was used in the performance? How effective were these
choices? Describe and explain one example of an effective choice from the performance.
8. Analyse the acting in the performance. How clearly was character/role established? How
strong was the use of focus, commitment and belief? Comment on the performers and their
effective use of the expressive skills of voice and/or movement.
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